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Why use a predictive model to build
Denver Water’s LSL inventory?
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We know how
many LSLs there
are likely to be in
Denver Water’s
system based on
statistics
But the statistics
don’t tell us where
the LSLs are
This is an example
of how we use the
predictive model to
help a water utility
find the lead
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Introduction to Denver Water

Founded in 1918 and now serves 1.4 million people
3,000 miles of pipe and approx. 350,000 services
There is no lead in water delivered to customers
Lead can get into water as it moves through customers’ leadcontaining household plumbing and service lines
pH adjustment used for corrosion control treatment
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Denver Water’s Lead Reduction Program Plan 2020
• All LRP tasks rely on the lead inventory
and use it to target:
- Outreach and education
- Filter distribution
- LSL replacement
• Service line is owned by the customer
• Historical records were poor
We needed to know the
likelihood – and consequence – of
finding lead at each property
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Overview of Denver’s Accelerated
LSL Replacement Program
• Denver Water estimates there are 64,000 – 84,000 LSLs
- Remember, the customer owns the LSL
• The LRP targets approximately 5000 LSL replacements a year
• This means that it will take 15 years to replace all the lead services

With this number of LSLs — and with this goal for annual replacements —
we needed a predictive model to prioritize our efforts to find and replace the lead.
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Building a predictive model
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What is a predictive model and how does it apply to
lead inventories?
• Looking for patterns in the data to develop “rules” or an algorithm
• The predictive model “learns” from patterns how to
assign a classification to the data
• The model is built using an initial data set
• The model is trained using an additional data set
• The model is continually trained as more data are added

(= will we find lead?)
(= initial inventory)
(= field data)
(= more field data)

We use the predictive model to efficiently build and update the inventory
We use the prioritization model to action and message the inventory
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Context for building the predictive model
• Reduce the uncertainty in the inventory
• Build the inventory quickly
- Less than four months to build the model
before submitting the Request for Variance
• Because of the numbers involved, we used a
predictive model to systematically check the
rules and assumptions to refine the inventory
• Predictive model is the tool to focus the
investigations used to improve the inventory as
fast as possible
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From lead inventory to predictive model
• A team is needed to assemble
the tools and rules to set up the
initial inventory
• Know the history of the system
- Lead use
- Partial replacements
- How other assets and
infrastructure are used
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Examples of data used in initial inventory:
ü

House age or build date

ü

Tap date

ü

Connection date to waterman

ü

Service line diameter

ü

Geographical trends

ü

Policies
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Lots and lots (and lots) of data . . .

1.4 M
customers

350,000
service
connections

Up to 30
attributes
for each
connection

The predictive model allows us to systematically review
each property against the available data and to
respond quickly to new rules and data assumptions.
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How to train the predictive model
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Train the predictive model
• Collect additional available data
to train the model against initial
data
- Generate a “training” data set
to improve the model output
- Investigate up to 2000
properties/year
- “score keeping by property”
• Run successive iterations with
data to improve the certainty in
the model

Examples of data used to train the model:
ü Records
ü microfiche data
ü asset data
ü watermain build records
ü Water quality samples*
ü Pothole results*
ü LSL replacements*
*ongoing efforts
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Increasing likelihood of lead

Goal of predictive model over the life of a LSLR program
and working at the extremes

Non-lead

Unlikely Lead

Possible Lead
Suspected Lead
Known Lead
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High
probability
Non-Lead

Unknown
High
probability
Lead
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Going from model to results
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Applying the model to prioritize work
• Used the predictive model to prioritize:
- Communications, outreach and education
- Filter distribution
- LSL replacement (geographic areas and individual replacements)
• Why did we do this?
- Identify those most at risk to lead exposure
- Coordinate planning with other infrastructure projects
- Identify opportunities for construction efficiency
• How did we use the predictive model to do this?
- Layer demographic and socioeconomic data on the LSL inventory model
- Look for properties or areas with a high risk for lead in drinking water
- Look for properties or areas with a high consequence from lead exposure
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Sequencing tasks from planning to implementation

Incorporate
Predictive
Likelihood
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Incorporate
Criticality
Factors

Calculate
Score and
Priority Rank

Analyze for
Logistics and
Work Type

Schedule
Work
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Candidate areas for LSL replacement in 2020
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Prioritize filter distribution
• Different challenge for prioritization
• More properties need to be reached
over a shorter time
• Used the predictive model with
additional datasets to address the risk to
public health from lead exposure
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Who should use a predictive model?
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When does predictive modelling make sense?
• How many service connections? And how much is (un)known about lead use?
• May not be efficient for small systems or low number of LSLs
• How scalable is this?
- What is the duration of program (optimizing a 15 year program vs 1 year
program with no data)
- Are there enough data to train the model?
- Are resources available to support data handling and management?
• Other drivers?
- Transparency and messaging
- Health equity and prioritization
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1.4 M
customers

350,000
service
connections

Up to 30
attributes
for each
connection
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Frequently asked questions
• When is the inventory perfect?
• How do you vet assumptions used to build the predictive model?
• Can we use the model to find:
- Partial lead services remaining on the private side
- What about galvanized (tricky!)
• When is this approach worthwhile?

Model to better understand the inventory
and/or
Model to plan and prioritize and message actions
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Denver Water’s predictive and prioritization model
• LSL database with statistical tools to plan LSL replacement based on machine
learning predictive model
- Integration of multiple data sources to find the lead
• Risk-based prioritization modelling that considers both likelihood of lead
and the consequence or risk impacts to the community
• An overall implementation plan that optimizes construction efficiency, field data
validation, data integration, lead service inventory, and program implementation
Using the predictive and prioritization model to realize public health
benefits sooner for all customers
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Thank you
Quirien.Muylwyk@aecom.com
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